1. Law and Regulations

In regulating transfer of arms, military equipment and dual-use goods and technology, Thailand has put in place the following legislations:

- The Munitions of War Control Act (1987)
- The Act Controlling the Exportation of Arms, Armament and War Implements (1952)
- The Royal Decree Controlling the Exportation of Arms, Armament and War Implements (1992)
- Order XXXVII of the National Administrative Reform Council (1976) (concerning firearms)

2. Procedures

In regulating transfer of arms, military equipment and dual-use goods and technology, the Ministry of Defence of Thailand has not only strictly enforced the above-mentioned national legislations but has also taken seriously relevant international agreements and international standard established by respective suppliers in order to make the transfers as transparent and accountable as possible. Furthermore, the Ministry of Defence of Thailand is now in the process of drafting a new regulation on
controlling of arms use in arms industry with a view to making transfers of weapons and military equipment consistent with the Ministry of Transportation of Thailand's directive on transferring dangerous goods on roads and thus setting safety standard in arms transshipping.
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